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X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism 

(XMCD) measurements were performed at the Ni and Fe L2,3 and N K absorption edges 

for NixFe4−xN (x = 1 and 3) epitaxial films. Spectral lineshape analysis and element-

specific magnetic moment evaluations are presented. Shoulders at approximately 2 eV 

above the Ni L2,3 main peaks in the XAS spectrum of Ni3FeN, were interpreted to 

originate from hybridization of orbitals between Ni 3d at face-centered (II) sites and N 

2p at body-centered sites, while such features were missing in NiFe3N film. Similar 

shoulders were observed at Fe L2,3-edges in both films. These results indicate that the 

orbitals of Ni atoms did not hybridize with those of N atoms in the NiFe3N film. Hence, 

Ni atoms preferentially occupied corner (I) sites, where the hybridization was weak 

because of the relatively long distance between Ni at I sites and N atoms. The relatively 

large magnetic moment deduced from sum-rule analysis of NiFe3N also showed a good 

agreement with the presence of Ni atoms at I sites. Besides, the appearance of XMCD 

signal at the N K-edges implied that a magnetic moment was induced at the N atom owing 

to hybridization between the metal 3d and N 2p orbitals. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Antiperovskite-type 3d transition metal nitrides have been extensively studied 

owing to their rich magnetic and electrical transport properties, which promote 

applications in magnetic and spintronics devices requiring low-power consumption and 

high-speed information transfer. These nitrides feature a face-centered cubic 3d transition 

metal lattice, in which one N atom is positioned at the body center of a face-centered 

cubic lattice composed of the transition metal. Here, we define the corner and face-

centered atomic sites as I and II, respectively. The II sites are further divided into IIA and 

IIB sites in the presence of magnetization (arrow in Fig. 1). Among these materials, Fe4N 

is most promising for spintronic device applications because of the theoretically expected 

negative high spin polarization of electrical conductivity (Pσ = −1.0) ascribed to a mixing 

between the orbitals of Fe 4sp at II sites and N 2sp [1]. The high spin polarization of Fe4N 

has later been demonstrated via point contact Andreev reflection technique ( σP  = 0.59) 

[2], and tunneling magnetoresistance effect of −75% in magnetic tunnel junctions with 

Fe4N electrode [3]. Substitution of other 3d transition metal atoms for Fe in Fe4N is an 

effective means to modify their magnetic and transport properties. For instance, Co3FeN, 

which is isostructural with Fe4N, is theoretically predicted to show a larger negative spin 

polarization of the density of states (PD) at the Fermi level (EF) compared to Fe4N [4]. 
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Hence, a numerous number of studies have been conducted in this regard [5-8]. For 

another example, NixFe4−xN has been widely investigated from the viewpoint of 

improving chemical stability and mechanical ductility inherent in Fe4N, and modulating 

its electronic and magnetic properties [9-20]. There have been several reports on the 

fabrication of NixFe4−xN (0 ≤ x ≤ 4) films and powders [11-15,20]. The substitution of Ni 

for Fe atoms tends to reduce the magnetic moment and shorten the lattice constants 

[13,20] Negative anisotropic magnetoresistance observed in Ni3FeN and NiFe3N films is 

interpreted by both negative Pσ and PD in those nitrides as is the case in Fe4N [21,22]. 

Furthermore, the first-principles calculation predicts that Ni3FeN has a larger |PD| of 0.86 

(PD < 0) than that of Fe4N (PD = −0.49). It can thus be nominated as a strong candidate 

of high spin-polarized material [20]. However, it is also theoretically pointed out that PD 

is quite sensitive to the site occupation of 3d atoms in the lattice; a large |PD| is expected 

in (Fe)I(Ni)IIA,IIB(N) configurations, where Fe atoms occupy I sites and Ni atoms are 

positioned at IIA and IIB sites, while |PD| decreases sharply (PD = −0.53) for the 

(Fe)IIB(Ni)I,IIA(N) configuration [20]. Therefore, it is important to know the actual 

preferred site occupation of 3d atoms in NixFe4−xN. 

 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism 

(XMCD) measurements are powerful techniques for clarifying the element-specific 
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electronic structures of materials. Several XAS and XMCD studies of Fe4N, Co3FeN, 

and Co4N films have so far been performed to investigate their local electronic states and 

magnetic moment [23-26]. The spectral lineshape analysis of the XAS and XMCD 

spectra obtained for Fe4N has allowed us to conclude that the observed shoulders at the 

Fe L2,3 main peaks can be explained by orbital hybridization between Fe 3d at II sites and 

the N 2p orbital [25]. Similar shoulders have been observed at the Co L2,3-edges in Co4N 

films, indicating that 3d orbitals of Co atoms at II sites hybridize with the N 2p orbital. 

Hence, these shoulders represent that 3d transition metals occupy II sites. In this work, 

we performed XAS and XMCD measurements of NixFe4−xN (x = 1 and 3) films and 

evaluated the preferred site occupation of Ni and Fe atoms by analyzing the spectral 

shapes and magnetic moment. 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

Ni3FeN and NiFe3N films, 50-nm-thick, were epitaxially grown on a 

SrTiO3(001) single-crystal substrate at a substrate temperature of 300 and 550 °C, 

respectively, by molecular beam epitaxy equipped with a radio frequency N plasma 

source and high temperature Knudsen cells as Fe and Ni sources. The growth details have 

been reported previously [20]. After the growth, a 3-nm-thick Al capping layer was 
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deposited in situ to prevent oxidation. XAS and XMCD measurements were performed 

at the twin helical undulator beamline BL23SU of SPring-8 in Japan [27]. Both the 

magnetic field of ±4 T and circularly polarized x-rays with almost complete left- and 

right- circular polarization were applied perpendicular to the film plane. The polarization 

of x-ray was switched at every energy point with a frequency of 1 Hz by using five kicker 

magnets which realize excellent signal-to-noise ratio (below 0.01%). The spectra were 

acquired in a total electron yield mode at the Ni and Fe L2,3, and N K absorption edges, 

at 100 K. The external magnetic field of 4 T was found to be sufficient to saturate the 

sample magnetization.  

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 We first show the XAS and XMCD spectra at the Ni L2,3-edges of Ni3FeN and 

NiFe3N films in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. There are variety of features in the XAS 

spectrum of both films. A distinct shoulder appears in the XAS spectrum of Ni3FeN at 2 

eV higher photon energy (hν) than those of the L3 (hν = 852 eV) and L2 (869 eV) edges 

as denoted with arrows in Fig. 2(a). Another satellite with small spectral weight is found 

around 7 eV higher hν than the main L3 peak as marked with A. The corresponding 

satellite for the L2 main edge is also recognizable (A’). The XAS spectrum of NiFe3N can 
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be distinguished from that of Ni3FeN. Here, we notice that the intensities of the 2-eV 

shoulders observed for the Ni-rich film are substantially suppressed in the Fe-rich film, 

while the weak satellites A and A’ remain almost unchanged as recognized in the upper 

part of Fig. 2(b). The XMCD spectra of these films also show a little complexity. In 

addition to the prominent negative and positive features at L3 and L2 main edges, we can 

see the satellites located 4 eV higher than those of respective main edges with the same 

signs as denoted with B and B’ as shown in the lower part of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The 

main XMCD feature at both L3- and L2-edges for the Ni-rich film are a little broader than 

that for the Fe-rich sample. We notice that the satellite features B and B’ are almost 

identical between the two films. 

 We now discuss the site occupations with the 2-eV shoulders in the XAS spectra 

of Ni3FeN and NiFe3N films. Similar shoulders are also reported for Fe4N and Co4N 

films at the Fe and Co L2,3-edges. These shoulders are typically observed in 

antiperovskite-type ferromagnetic nitrides [23-26], which are attributed to the electric 

dipole transition from a metal 2p core-level to a hybridization state generated between 

the orbitals of N 2p and metal 3d at II sites. Thus, the presence of the 2-eV shoulders in 

the XAS spectrum (arrows) of Ni3FeN in Fig. 2(a) indicate that Ni atoms at II sites 

hybridize with the N atom. On the other hand, the absence of such shoulders can lead to 
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an explanation that the Ni atoms in the NiFe3N film are more likely to occupy I sites than 

II sites. From these results, it seems right to infer that Ni atoms in NixFe4-xN firstly 

substitute Fe atoms at I site and subsequently replace them at II site with increasing Ni 

content. This tendency is in a good agreement with the results obtained from Mössbauer 

measurements and the first-principles calculations in terms of the configuration-

dependent total energy [12,19]. This is also consistent with the narrow XMCD spectrum 

of NiFe3N in comparison with that of Ni3FeN. That is, the strong Ni II d-N p 

hybridization broadens the spectrum, while this effect is missing for NiFe3N due to the 

absence of Ni atoms at II sites. It should be noted again that additional satellite features 

in the XAS (A, A’) and the XMCD spectra (B, B’) are commonly observed for both films. 

It is reminded that such characteristic features take place also in the elemental Ni crystal, 

where the satellites in Ni L2,3 XAS and XMCD spectra appear at different photon energies 

[28]. The satellites of A and A’ in XAS spectra can be reproduced by one-electron 

relativistic tight-binding calculation, but the B and B’ satellites in XMCD were not 

appeared in that model [29]. It was reasonably interpreted that those satellites in XAS and 

XMCD were due to the configurations interaction between the final state multiples 

described with 2p53d9 and 2p53d10
 [30]. Having considered this aspect, we can safely 

interpret that the 2-eV shoulders in the Ni-L2,3 XAS spectrum and commonly observed 
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satellites labeled as A (A’) and B (B’) at L3- (L2-) edges comes from different origins. The 

former is mainly due to the unoccupied states derived from Ni II d-N 2p hybridization 

contributed from the Ni atoms at II site solely, on the other hand, the latter stems from the 

electron correlation effect which is not necessarily related to the site occupation of the Ni 

atoms.  

 Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the circularly polarized Fe L2,3-edges XAS and 

XMCD spectra in Ni3FeN and NiFe3N films, respectively. In addition to the main XAS 

peaks at 707.3 eV and 720.5 eV for the Fe L3- and L2-edges, respectively, shoulders are 

observed at approximately 2 eV higher than that of each main peak, as denoted with 

arrows in Fig. 3. The almost identical satellite features of Fe L2,3-edge XAS spectra of 

Ni3FeN and NiFe3N tells us that Fe atoms in both films occupy only II sites. It is also 

consistent with the above-mentioned consideration for NiFe3N that the I sites are almost 

occupied by Ni atoms. The XMCD spectra of both samples show negative and positive 

features at Fe L3- and L2-edges, respectively. The same sign of the XMCD signal signifies 

that the Fe 3d spin magnetic moments are aligned parallel to that of Ni 3d spin in both 

samples. 

 Next, we deduced the orbital (morb) and spin (mspin) magnetic moments per Ni 

and Fe atom for the samples by applying the sum-rule analysis [31,32]. The background 
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of the XAS spectra were subtracted by a two-step-function aligned at the peak maxima 

of L3 and L2-edges. The relative height ratio was set to be the branching ratio (L3/L2) of 

the respective XAS spectra. The values were L3/L2 = 3.73 (3.46) for Fe L2,3-edge and 

3.27 (3.90) for Ni L2,3-edge in Ni3FeN (NiFe3N). To find the total number of d holes (nh) 

of Ni and Fe atoms in the grown films, we referred to the calculated values [16]. The nh 

values were 1.36 (1.4) for Ni and 3.48 (3.43) for Fe atoms in Ni3FeN (Ni3FeN). As for 

Ni atoms in Ni3FeN, we used site-averaged nh value as described later. We assumed that 

the effect of the magnetic dipole moment on the spin magnetic moment was negligible as 

is the case in bcc-Fe and cubic Fe nitride [33]. The morb, mspin, and total magnetic moment 

(mtot = morb + mspin) are summarized in Table I. The resulting mtot of Fe atoms was 2.12 

± 0.05 µB/Fe for Ni3FeN and 2.11 ± 0.09 µB/Fe for NiFe3N films. There was a slight 

difference between these values and those in Fe (i.e., 2.06 µB/Fe) and Fe4N (i.e., 2.15 

µB/Fe at 5 K) [26,34]. On the other hand, there was a considerable difference in mtot for 

the Ni atom between the Ni3FeN and NiFe3N films; the values were 0.47 ± 0.07 µB/Ni 

and 0.96 ± 0.07 µB/Ni, respectively. Here, it should be mentioned that the following 

approximations which allow us to deduce site-averaged mspin ( ave
pinsm ) of Ni atoms for 

Ni3FeN in the present case, that is, there are two inequivalent Ni sites in the nitrides lattice 

(I and II). On the basis of the sum-rules, when there are one Ni atom at I site and two Ni 
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atoms at II sites, the ave
pinsm  = [mspin(I) + 2mspin(II)]/3 is given by, 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )II
II3

II4II62I
I3

I4I6
hh

ave
spin n

r
qpn

r
qpm −

×−
−

−=    (1) 

where p, q, and r denote the XMCD integration area of L3, L3+L2, and the integrations of 

the XAS spectrum above the background, respectively, which are used in Chen et al. [34]. 

Since nh for the two different sites has been predicted to be almost same by the first-

principles calculation [nh(I) = nh(II) = nh] [16], Eq. (1) can be approximated by  

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ] hn

rr
qqppm

II2I
II2I4II2I6~ave

spin ×+
×+−×+

− ,   (2) 

where, r(I)+2×r(II) = 3r(I) = 3r(II). From Eq. (2), we can obtain ave
pinsm  by using 

experimentally measured p[q, r](I)+2×p[q, r](II). The background does not affect the final 

values of magnetic moment significantly. We examined several types of backgrounds 

with variable different step-height ratios (see above), the mean values of magnetic 

moment were comparable to the error-bar. 

In most antiperovskite-type ferromagnetic nitrides, mspin is enhanced at I sites 

owing to electron localization, whereas mspin is decreased at II sites owing to strong 

hybridization between the metal 3d and N 2p orbitals [35]. Therefore, the relatively large 

value of mspin for Ni atoms in the NiFe3N film suggests that Ni atoms preferentially 

occupy I sites, unlike Ni3FeN films, where Ni atoms are likely to occupy both I and II 
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sites. Preferential occupation of Ni atom at I site leads to the results that Ni3FeN tends 

not to take the state possessing the large spin-polarization. The values of the saturation 

magnetization calculated from mtot were 620 ± 40 and 1250 ± 50 emu/cm3 for the Ni3FeN 

and NiFe3N films, respectively.  

  

IV. CONCLUSION 

 XAS and XMCD measurements of NixFe4−xN (x = 1 and 3) epitaxial films were 

performed at the L2,3 edges of Ni and Fe atoms, and the N K absorption edges. Shoulders 

were observed at photon energies 2 eV above the main peaks of the Fe L2,3-edges in the 

XAS spectra for both the Ni3FeN and NiFe3N films. These features were attributed to 

orbital hybridization between Fe at II sites and N atoms at body center sites. No such 

shoulders were observed at the Ni L2,3-edges of the NiFe3N film, whereas these features 

appeared in a Ni3FeN film. These results indicate that Ni atoms were not hybridized with 

N atoms in the NiFe3N film, and Ni atoms preferentially occupied I sites, which are 

farther away from the N atoms. The mspin and morb values were deduced from the obtained 

XAS and XMCD spectra by sum-rule analysis. The obtained relatively large mspin per Ni 

atom in the NiFe3N film also indicated the preferred site occupation of Ni atoms at I sites. 

The observed XMCD peak at the N K-edges implies that the magnetic moment was 
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induced at the N atom owing to the hybridization between the transition metal 3d and N 

2p orbitals. 
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TABLE I. Obtained morb, mspin, and mtot values for Ni and Fe atoms in Ni3FeN and 

NiFe3N. 

Compounds Atom 

Magnetic moment [µB/atom] 

morb mspin mtot 

Ni3FeN Ni (100 K) 0.06 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.06 0.47 ± 0.07 

 Fe (100 K) 0.05 ± 0.01 2.07 ± 0.05 2.12 ± 0.05 

NiFe3N Ni (100 K) 0.09 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.07 0.96 ± 0.07 

 Fe (100 K) 0.07 ± 0.02 2.04 ± 0.08 2.11 ± 0.09 
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Figure captions 

FIG. 1. Crystalline structure of antiperovskite-type transition metal nitrides. Face-

centered II sites can be further divided into IIA and IIB sites with magnetization. Without 

magnetization, Fe-IIA and Fe-IIB are equivalent.  

 

FIG. 2. XAS and XMCD spectra in (a) Ni3FeN and (b) NiFe3N films at Ni-L2,3 edges. 

 

FIG. 3. XAS and XMCD spectra in (a) Ni3FeN and (b) NiFe3N films at Fe-L2,3 edges.  
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